Capitalization event: share your
results and cooperate with
others
Dear Sir/Madam,
In view of your participation in the capitalization event on “Economic growth, innovation
processes and human capital in the Mediterranean area” in Athens on 15th of December,
we would like to invite you to contribute to the group works scheduled in the afternoon.
Participants will have the opportunity to share in-depth insights into the results already
achieved (and/or expected shortly), namely pilot actions implemented, local/international
agreements, and mainstreaming actions.
Emerging synergies and complementarities are expected to be shared among projects
and fully exploited.
In order to facilitate the group works, we kindly ask you to fill in the following table. Please
submit
only
one
form
per
project
and
return
it
to
:
th
enpi.communication@regione.sardegna.it within Wednesday, 25 November.
We thank you for your kind cooperation!

Project:

Organization:

Contact person(s) and
email(s):

Mrs./Mr.
Email:
Project website:

Key results achieved (see your Logical Framework) and deliverables: max 5 lines
for each item
-

Pilot actions

Pilot actions are embedded in the project’s cross border framework and are implemented
at the local level in the partner regions in order to test the use of a particular
methodology, technology, concept, model or tool that was developed within the project.
Pilot actions therefore have the ability to link theoretical concepts with actual practice
and implementation.
Please specify type of actions (brief description), location, impact (e.g. young people
trained, jobs created etc.) quantified target groups and population involved.

-

Local/international agreements

Please describe any agreement signed/to be signed under the project which has the
potential to ensure the sustainability/exploitation of results achieved. This can also
include joint agreements signed with other cooperation projects. Agreements should
highlight how project results will be exploited and used by other stakeholders at regional
and national level.

-

Mainstreaming actions and potential links with public policies development

Please describe actions implemented by your project in order to connect outcomes to
the development of sector public policies at all levels, through mainstreaming activities
involving national and regional public authorities. This paragraph should reflect to what
extent project outcomes can contribute to or integrate the design of public policies,
regional strategies or local action plans.
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Context
When Europe’s neighbours do well, so does Europe. The understanding that competitive,
economically productive countries make the best trading partners is one the driving
motivations for the Programme to fund a major segment of projects which focus on
economic growth and territorial development.
Competitive and innovative economies also need qualified and skilled manpower. Hardworking individuals who are interested in progress to develop the Mediterranean area and
its communities and work for a better future. That’s why several projects of the ENPI CBC
Med aim at encouraging the development of human capital, investing on our most
precious resource: people.
This capitalization event aims at analyzing and discussing key results achieved by the
projects financed under ENPI CBC MED Programme 2007-2013, in view of identifying
good practices and common valuable approaches. Complementarities and synergies
of results achieved among the implemented projects will be highlighted while discussions
will also explore how project outcomes can be connected to the development of sector
public policies, through mainstreaming actions involving national and regional public
authorities.
The final aim of the event is to foster discussion among participants regarding a clusterbased strategy to contribute to broad challenges at Mediterranean level, including
business and SMEs development, innovation acceleration, support to employment and
professional skills acquisition.
The 25 projects belonging to the “Economic growth and territorial development” are
divided into the following areas:
•

Economic growth and innovation processes;

•

Territorial development and local governance;

•

Maritime transport.

The 11 projects included in the “Human capital” cluster concern the following topics:
•

Support to employment and professionalization;

•

Social inclusion.

Since some of the projects have already ended their implementation period, the event will
concentrate on the following three areas: economic growth and business development;
innovation processes; human capital.
For more information on concerned projects, please consult our brochures on “Economic
growth and territorial development” and “Human capital”.
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Morning 09.30 - 13.30
09.00 - 09.30

Registration

09.30 - 10.00

Welcome addresses

•
•

Anna Catte, Director of the Joint Managing Authority, ENPI CBC Med Programme
Representatives of Greek authorities

10.00

1. ENPI CBC MED projects
development: key results

on economic

growth and SMEs

10.00 - 10.15
Selected implemented tools / pilot actions
• Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project
10.15 - 10.30
Impact on public policies: focus on local / international agreements
(signed or expected) and mainstreaming actions
•

Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project

10.30 - 11.00

Discussion with the audience
11.00 - 11.30 Coffee break

11.30

2. ENPI CBC MED projects on innovation processes: key results

11.30 - 11.45
Selected implemented tools / pilot actions
• Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project
11.45 - 12.00
Impact on public policies: focus on local / international agreements
(signed or expected) and mainstreaming actions
• Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project
12.00 - 12.30
12.30

Discussion with the audience
3. ENPI CBC MED projects on human capital: key results

12.30 - 12.45
Selected implemented tools / pilot actions
• Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project
12.45 - 13.00
Impact on public policies: focus on local / international agreements
(signed or expected) and mainstreaming actions
• Presentation by one ENPI CBC Med project
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13.00 - 13.30

Discussion with the audience
13.30 - 15.00 Lunch break

Evening 15.00 - 18.30
Group works. During the evening session, all participants will share in-depth insights into
those results that could be (further) integrated and/or jointly capitalized. The aim is to
discuss synergies and complementarities among projects with a view to contributing to
broad socio-economic challenges in the Mediterranean area.
Groups of around 15 persons each will discuss how to integrate their results and
capitalization strategies for optimal closure and follow-up. Contributions are expected from
all participants.
The focal points for discussions will be:
• Pilot actions implemented
• Local/international agreements signed or expected to be signed
• Potential impact on public policies/mainstreaming actions
***********************
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